A special monoid is a monoid presented by generators and defining relations of the form w = e, where w is a non-empty word on generators and e is the empty word. Groups are special monoids. But there exist special monoids that are not groups. Special monoids have been extensively studied by Adjanfl] and Makanin [7] (see also [2] ).
Basic notions and notation
Here we only present those preliminary results on monoid presentations and special monoids that are used in this paper. For additional information and comments regarding these notions the interested reader is asked to refer to [3, 5] .
1-1. Monoid presentations. Let A be a finite alphabet and let A* be the free monoid generated by A, the identity of which is denoted by e. We put A + = ^4*\{e}. For a word xeA*, the length of x, denoted by \x\, is denned as follows: |e| = 0, and \xa\ = \x\ + 1 for all xeA*, and as A. For x, ye A*, by x = y we mean that x and y are the same word on A.
A Thue system T on an alphabet A is a set of ordered pairs of words of A*. A Thue system T induces several relations on ^4*. The reduction ->£ induced by T is the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation -> T defined by: for u, veA*, u^Tv if and only if there exist x, ye A* and (l,r)eT such that u = xly and v = xry. By £> T we denote the symmetric, transitive closure of ->£, which is the smallest congruence containing T. The monoid M = M{A ; T) is the quotient of A* by A T . The ordered pair (A; T) is called a (monoid) presentation of M with generators A and defining relations T. If both A and T are finite, then M is finitely presented (f.p.). For x, ye A*, we sometimes write x = M y to mean that x and y define the same element in M, i.e. x+-+ T y.
If u,veA* are such that M->* V, then we say u reduces to v, u is an ancestor of v, and v is a descendant of u modulo T. If there is no v such that u-* T v, then u is irreducible modulo T; otherwise, it is reducible modulo T. By IRR( 7 7 ) we denote the set of all irreducible words modulo T.
A Thue system T on A is called Noetherian if there exists no infinite chain of the form x 1 -> T x 2^-T ...; it is called confluent if, for all u, v, we A*, M->*W and u^%w imply that there exist some zevl* such that v^-*z and w-+*z.
If a Thue system T on A is Noetherian and confluent, then each congruence class \w] T contains a unique irreducible word w 0 , which is considered as the norm form of w, and any other words in [w] T reduce to w 0 . Furthermore, if there is an algorithm to find the norm form for each word on A, then the word problem is decidable for the monoid M(A;T). When one need to decide when a Thue system is confluent, the following result is of interest. [8] (see also [6] ). 1-2. Special monoids. For a Thue system T on A, we set
dom (T) = {I\3r: (I, r)eT} and range (T) = {r\ 31: (l,r)eT).
A Thue system T is called special if dom (T) £ A + and range (T) = {e}. A monoid presented by such a Thue system is called a special monoid. In the following discussion, we are working with special Thue systems and we consider T a (finite) special Thue system when we say that M(A; T) is a (f.p.) special monoid. 
Minimal words
LetM(A ; T) be a f.p. special monoid. We may assume that dom (T) = {l lt l 2 ,..., l k }. A non-empty invertible word is called a minimal word if its length does not exceed max 1<j<fc |Z i |, and none of its non-empty prefixes is invertible modulo T. It can easily be seen that the set of all minimal words consist of a biprefix code D, i.e. D n A*D = DV\DA* = 0 (see [5] ). Since each l t is an invertible word, it can be uniquely decomposed into minimal factors:
SeW
Thus A consists of all minimal words that are congruent to some minimal factor occurring in the factorizations (1) and W is a set of representatives of A. Since A is also a biprefix code, we have the following basic results. 
where E is a prefix of x k for some k ^ m. Let x k = EF, where FeA*. Since x and x k = EF are invertible modulo T, E is invertible modulo T. Since x k eA we have E = e or E -x k . In both cases, we have xeA*. By (1), ye A*.
Symmetrically, the results hold when v is invertible modulo T. Now we define the set / based on the set A as follows:
Note that all words in the set I are right invertible modulo T. For any x, y e A *, if xy is right invertible modulo T, x is right invertible modulo T. So we have the following easy results. Let -< be a linear ordering on a finite alphabet A. We extend the linear ordering to a linear ordering < on A * by writing x < y if and only if \x\ < \y\, or |x| = \y\ and x < lex 2/,
where < l e x denotes the lexicographical ordering on A* induced by the given linear order on A.
Using T o and the ordering < , we define a Thue system S = S{T) on A as follows:
S -{(u, v) I u, v e A*: </>(u) £+ Tt> <j)(v) and u > v). (5)
Unless T is empty, S is infinite. However, S has the following properties. PROPOSITION 
3-2. S = S(T) in formula (5) is Noetherian, confluent and equivalent to T.
Proof. Since < is a well founded ordering on A*, and since this ordering is compatible with the operation of concatenation, the condition u > v for each rule (u, v)eS immediately implies that the system S is Noetherian.
For each rule (l,e)eT, since leA* and (<j>{l),e)eT Q , we have (I, e)eS. Thus T^S.
On the other hand, for each rule (u,v)eS, <j>{u)£> T <f>(v), and by Lemma 3-1, u^* T v.
Hence <^s £ A r and S is equivalent to T. Now we show that 8 is confluent, using Theorem 1-1. Let (xy,p),(yz,q) be two rules in S. Since xy,yzeA*, by Proposition 2-1 (4), we know that x,y,zeA*. Thus xq,pzeA*. Furthermore
4>{xq) -(j){x)(p{q)& T (j>{x) <f>{yz) = (j>(xy) <j>{z) A T (j)(j>) (f>(z) = (f>(pz).
Since < is a linear ordering, we have xq -pz, xq < pz, or xq > pz. By the definition of S, either (xq,pz) or (pz.xq) must be a rule in S, or else xq = pz. Thus S satisfies condition (1) in Theorem 1-1. For condition (2) , if (xyz,p) and (y, q) are rules in S, by Proposition 2-3, xqzeA* since y > q. We make the following 500 L O U X I N ZHANG
Claim. <j>(xqz)£> T <j>{p).
Proof. If xeA* and zeA*, then
<j>(xqz) = <?>(x)<p(q)<p(z)& To 0(x)<p(y)(p(z) o
Otherwise, by Proposition 2-2, we can factorize x and z respectively as 
bean irreducible word modulo S = S(T). Suppose that u is right invertible modulo T. Then we/*.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the length \u\ of u. Suppose now that the result has been proved for all right invertible words that are irreducible modulo S and of length less than \u\. If \u\ = 0, then u = eel*. Thus we may assume that \u\ > 0.
Since u is right invertible modulo T, there exists veA* such that uv£+ T e. Since S is Noetherian, confluent and equivalent to T (by Proposition 3-2), uv^%e. Without loss of generality, we may assume that v is irreducible modulo S. Then we can factor u and v as u = u^u 2 Since S is Noetherian, every word reduces to an irreducible word modulo S, and so every invertible word modulo T is congruent to some word in A*. Thus, A generates the set U(T) modulo T. I 
a v e (f>(u) A T <fi(u)<f>(wv) = <j>(uw)(j)(v)£* T <j){v). I
Combining above results, we get our main result. 
The submonoid of right {left) units
In this section, we show that the submonoid of right (left) units of a special monoid M is a free product of a free monoid of finite rank and the group G(M) of units. This generalizes a result in [10] . Letilf = M{A; T) be a f.p. special monoid, let / be defined according to formula (2) in Section 2, and let 8 = S(T) be defined as in Section 3. We define the subset I o of / as follows:
Obviously,asasubsetof/\/ 2 ,/ 0 isasuffixcode,i.e.I o f]A*I 0 = 0:see [5] .Furthermore, we have the following results. (3) in Section 3. We can consider T o to be a Thue system on C. For each uel o , let ueC denote the corresponding letter in C, and let <p: /*->C* be the homomorphism induced by u\-+u for all uel o . Then <p(I*) = C*.
